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A MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

Class of 2020, you’ve reached a monumental milestone in your life journey, and we applaud you. I am delighted to be able to celebrate with you today, albeit at a distance for now, and to also welcome your family and friends.

Your time at Quinnipiac has prepared you to be engaged professionals in careers of the 21st century, contributing citizens in your communities, and caring family members, friends and neighbors. Enjoy this special moment and know that we will be cheering you on and will delight in your accomplishments. My guess is that the challenges of the last few months have brought you closer, in some ways, to your classmates, faculty and staff. I hope you remain connected for the rest of your lives and deepen the many friendships formed here.

You are Bobcats for life, and you bring to others in your careers and communities the talents and compassionate qualities that we have observed during your years at Quinnipiac. We are so proud of you.

Enjoy this moment and take good care.

Warm wishes,

Judy D. Olian, PhD
President, Quinnipiac University
ORDER OF EXERCISES

Processional: Pomp and Circumstance, Sir Edward Elgar

Student Host
Esau Greene, Class of 2021

Call to Commencement
Debra Liebowitz
Provost

Greetings
Judy D. Olian
President

Welcome Remarks
Cynthia Kelsey Clement, MAT ’20

Commencement Address
Marta Tellado

Presentation of Candidates for Degrees and Awards
Robert Smart, Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
Chris Roush, Dean, School of Communications
Anne Dichele, Dean, School of Education

Conferral of Degrees
Judy D. Olian

Response of the Undergraduate Class
Elyssa Joy Wrubel
Kailee E. Heffler

Conclusion

Commencement Speaker | Marta L. Tellado

As president and CEO of Consumer Reports, Marta L. Tellado leads America’s foremost consumer organization—an independent nonprofit that works with consumers to advance truth, transparency and fairness in the marketplace. She is known as a transformational leader with a talent for innovation and a distinguished portfolio of accomplishments in mission-driven organizations.

Since joining CR in Fall 2014, Tellado has transformed one of America’s most trusted brands from a subscription organization into a 6-million strong membership organization and pioneered the testing of products and apps for privacy and digital security. CR won the 2018 Webby People’s Voice Award for best magazine website and that same year, Folio Magazine named Tellado one of the year’s Top Women in Media.

Tellado came to CR following 25 years of experience in several executive roles. As vice president for global communications at the Ford Foundation, she led strategic communications and advocacy on a range of issues in the U.S. and around the world. Before that, she served as executive director of the domestic policy group at the Aspen Institute. She earned a master’s degree and PhD in political science from Yale University.
James E. Shmerling became president and CEO of Connecticut Children's Medical Center, Hartford, in October 2015. For over three decades, he has served in management roles in children's hospitals and is nationally recognized as a leader on issues concerning children's health and wellness.

Prior to his current position, Shmerling spent eight years as CEO of Children's Hospital Colorado, one of the top-ranked children's hospitals in the nation. Before that, he was executive director and CEO of the Monroe Carell Jr. Children's Hospital at Vanderbilt; senior vice president of Methodist Healthcare and president of Le Bonheur Children's Hospital; and administrator of the James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children, among others.

He earned a bachelor's degree in health education from the University of Tennessee, a master's degree in hospital and health administration from the University of Alabama at Birmingham, an MBA from Samford University, and his doctorate of health administration from the Medical University of South Carolina.

Shmerling is a Fellow in the American College of Health Care Executives and an adjunct faculty member in the hospital administration programs, University of Alabama at Birmingham. He is active in several national health care organizations, serving as a board member for the Children's Miracle Network Hospitals, Pediatric Health Services, and Biostage, Inc.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

*Processional*: Pomp and Circumstance, Sir Edward Elgar

**Call to Commencement**
Debra Liebowitz
Provost

**Greetings**
Judy D. Olian
President

**Welcome Remarks**
Olivia Rachel Atkin, MBA ’20

**Commencement Address**
Don Desiderato ’84

**Presentation of Candidates for Degrees and Awards**
Matthew O’Connor, Dean, School of Business
Justin Kile, Dean, School of Engineering

**Conferral of Degrees**
Judy D. Olian

**Response of the Undergraduate Class**
Zachary Michael Cyran
Megan Elizabeth Donnelly

**Conclusion**

---

**Commencement Speaker | Don Desiderato ’84**

Don Desiderato is a former Fortune 100 executive and founder of Mantissa Group LLC, a strategy consulting firm serving computer information executives and their extended leadership teams. He brings deep senior technology experience to his role helping leaders with their technology strategic plans with a dual focus on leadership development and culture.

His previous experiences at multiple large organizations have resulted in a philosophy of driving business results through the creation of highly integrated business and people strategies at multiple levels. Before his current position, he was chief information officer at New York Life Insurance Company. In that role, he was responsible for core insurance, strategic insurance businesses, and agency technology. Desiderato successfully managed a large-scale technology transformation ranging from core insurance and sales platforms to the modernization of infrastructure and data environment. He also served as CIO for investment group technology at New York Life. Before that, he was a research principal at Novarica and CIO at Prudential Annuities.

Desiderato graduated from Quinnipiac University with a bachelor’s degree in computer information systems in 1984. He currently serves on the Quinnipiac University School of Business Advisory Board.
UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

President’s Scholarship Award
Julie Ann Barthelmes
Jacqueline Patricia Berolini
Amanda Mae Biggin
Alyssa Brana
Kylee Christina Hickson
Alexander Marshall Mass
Danielle Marie McGuire
Jane Marie McNoble
Mary Elizabeth Petriss
Dawn Renee Rochon
Lauren Alayna Salatto-Rosenay
Lindsey A. Sanclementi
Jenna Anne Sucato
Lydia Taylor Wielgus
Alexa J. Zvinys

Alumni Association Undergraduate Academic Achievement Awards

College of Arts and Sciences
Kylee Christina Hickson
Mary Elizabeth Petriss
Lauren Alayna Salatto-Rosenay
Jenna Anne Sucato

School of Business
Lindsey A. Sanclementi
Lydia Taylor Wielgus

School of Communications
Danielle Marie McGuire
Lauren Alayna Salatto-Rosenay

School of Engineering
Matthew Allen Chicco

School of Health Sciences
Julie Ann Barthelmes
Jacqueline Patricia Berolini
Amanda Mae Biggin
Alyssa Brana
Alexander Marshall Mass
Jane Marie McNoble
Dawn Renee Rochon
Alexa J. Zvinys

School of Nursing
Kyle Patrick Dineen

Academic awards and degrees with honors were determined by final grades available as of May 13, 2020.

Summa Cum Laude
Jamie Ackerman
Haley Rose Alban
Shreena Dipeshkumar Amin
Kyle John Andreiniuk
Jennifer Aversano
Samantha Elizabeth Bacon
Brittini Lee Balletto
Sydney Barbera
Erik Norris Barlow
Julie Ann Barthelmes
Xenia Lee Baumert
Madyson Bechard
Colin Michael Bemis
Meghan Rose Berger
Jacqueline Patricia Berolini
Amanda Mae Biggin
Emily Taylor Billings
Kayla Elizabeth Birmingham
Margaret Irene Blume
Alyssa Brana
Avon M. Brandt
Kristen Leigh Bremer
Katerina Lucy Bressette
Kelsey Lauren Bross
Gianna Louise Brusca
Liana Laura Calandra
Melissa Ann Calvecchio
Faith Renee Carelli
Ciaran Rhys Carlson
Caroline Marie Carter
Thomas J. Chapman Jr.
Kaelyn Chi
Matthew Allen Chicco
Jada Choate
Sophie Savetiere Connolly
Kelsey Anita Coughlin
Emma Elizabeth Couto
John Thomas Crawford
Meghan Carylann Curtin
Karen Marie DeFilippo
Michelle Denise DeFilippo
Tara Kathleen Della Torre
John D. DeMartinis
Alyssa M. Demeule
Morgan Elizabeth Devlin
Peter Andrew Dewey
Jillian Taylor DiGiacinto
Maria Rita Dillon
Dayna Marie DiMarco
Liana Rose DiMitr
Kyle Patrick Dineen
Katharine Theresa Donahue
Meredith Kathleen Edwards
Brian Patrick Evans
Terese Cristina Fava
Mackenzie Amber Fenn
Matthew James Forcino
Megan Forster
Max Thomas Forster
Julian Andrew Frace
Casey Jean Fusco
Kerry Ann Golden
Brittany Marie Gore
Regina Maria Gunther
Annika Gustafsson
Grace Lea Hamilton
Halie Heffernan
Cassandra Lynn Helms
Max Adam Henin
Taylor Lynn Herd
Mallory Alexis Herrick
Kylee Christine Hickson
Brooke Alexandra Jabrussi
Michelle Inga
Noah Kelley James
Jennifer Jesterbaski
Michael David Johnson Jr.
Christian M. Kearney
Ariehnel Rachel Keegan
Celine Zeynep Kilic
Carly Rae Klinek
Franc Kolami
Anna Krawiec
Thomas Anthony Krosnowski
Molly Ann Lacasse
Dylan Domenic Latella
Amy Elizabeth Laverty
Sylva Lewkowicz
Brandon Thomas Loehle
Samantha Paige Loug
Kaelyn Ann Ludig
Austen Randell Lui
Nicholas Anthony Maltese
Adrianna Marissa Mancini
Shannon Leigh Marchand
Jillian Taylor Marsico
Megan Kayla Martin
Alexander Marshall Mass
Jake Ryan McCarthy
Kathleen Marie McGlynn
Danielle Marie McGuire
Jane Marie McNoble
Lauren Hayley Meisner
Katherine Jeanne Meschino
Ryan Edward Miller
Braydon John Mingo
Michelle Gina Misiri
Sean J. Molicki
Kristen Moller
Conor Michael Murphy
Lea Elizabeth Murphy
Nicholas Tomaso Noto
Kevin Joseph Nylhuhus
Kaleigh Elizabeth Oates
Georgia Hawkins Oliver
Jillian Marie O’Reilly
Jessica Marie Osmonski
Ian Robert Ostberg
Corinne Alison Palumbo
Sara Jessica Pasloski
Valerie Catherine Perkins
Richard Petrosino III
Mary Elizabeth Petriss
Matthew John Pinciaro
Jake Richard Powell
Emma Rose Raboin
Sean Patrick Regan
Michael Gerald Reilly
Nicholas Robinson Reynolds
Emma Louise Richardson
Evan William Rigsby
Dawn Renee Rochon
Ruby Xiao Rosenwasser
Kristina Paige Rullman
Lauren Alayna Salatto-Rosenay
Lindsey A. Sanclementi
Renee Nicole Sanford
Casey Ann Santini
Sara Teresa Santo
Alyssa Marie Santos
Katharhine Elizabeth Sapienza
Niamh Mairead Savage
Alexandra Sazhin
Julie Marie Schade
Samantha Paige Sheehy
Julia Elizabeth Sileo
Joey Taylor Slavis
Mary Elizabeth Sobran
Elizabeth Noelle Songer
Jessica Erin Sorabell
Remy Arcady Spies
Emily Frances Spring
Andy Stafa
Emma Steel
Jenna Anne Sucato
Johanna Rose Sullivan
Lucas Raymond Sundwall
Emily Rose Szumocki
Jessica Emily Szotnikichi
Ethan E. Tavers
Alex Patrick Tomes
Gabrielle Rose Tracy
Sarah Danielle Tumarkin
Carly Rose Vecchio
Larissa Vena
Celia Elaine Vincent
Kelsey Meghan Waskiel
Jordan Rose Wasylak
Brooke Gayel Whipkey
Lydia Taylor Wielgus
Megan M. Winslow
Nicole Marie Wolf
Ava Rose Wright
Elyssa Joy Wrubel
Danielle Zunras
Londyn Katerina Zografakis
Allison Elizabeth Zuccaro
Alexa J. Zvinys

Magna Cum Laude
Allison Ann Abramski
Samantha Skerritt Adzigian
Taylor Ashley Alvarado
Kiana Mari Arevalo
Ashley Marian Aruri
Gabrielle Marie Augur
John E. Augustine
Michael Alexander Austin
Montana Avagnano
Luz Aidalysse Avila
Daniel V. Bahl
Kaitrin Rose Bakas
Amanda Lauren Baker
Kelly Elizabeth Banach
Jonarhan Michael Banks
2020 GRADUATES

College of Arts and Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Jamie Ackerman
Sabrina Alexis Acosta
Gabriella G. Agostino
Natalie Alechko
Bryan Christopher Alfaro
Christian Robert Alfaro
Francesca R. Anastasio
Michael Vincent Andreassi
Marc Domenic Andrews
Kiana Mari Arevalo
Cielle Avena
Lorentina Bajrami
Ashlee Hope Baldwin
Christopher John Barulic
Shannon Kathleen Bate
Christopher John Barulic
Ashlee Hope Baldwin
Lorentina Bajrami
Cielle Avena
Kiana Mari Arevalo
Marc Domenic Andrews

Delia Mary Devir
Amanda Collette Devlin
Christopher Robert Digirolomo
Maria Rita Dillon
Emily Rose Eichholtz
Jonathan Peter Escobar
Sean Michael Estep
Hope Juliana Estrella
Nicholas Alexander Evarts
Alexis Rae Evon
Christopher Enrico Fabiano
Samantha Feeney
Mackenzie Amber Fenn
Michael Andrew Fernandez
Julian Andrew Frare
Jenna Terese Garecht
Antonia Marie Gates
Jessica Lynn Garcia
Matthew Esposito Gigante
Anna Maria Giglio
Heather A. Gillespie
Jane Glickman
Brianne Nicole Gore
Brittany Marie Gore
Raphael Zachariah Governali
Lindsey Marie Guadagni
Joshua Michael Gudelski
Bradley Lyle Gutmann
Haneen H. Hamdan
Megan Cecile Hamel
Hannah Elizabeth Harris
Leah Jane Hess
Kylie Christine Hickson
Rachel Joanne House
Johanna Patricia Idrovo-Sarmiento
Abigail Ann Ives
Gabriella Louise Izzo
Mirana Jaundoo
Czarisse Anne Javier
Kayla Rose Johnson
Emmanuel N. Kamara
Indra Jyot Kari
Efe Can Karafe
Chrsstella Karamanis
Allison Brooke Kelley
Jasmine A. Koch
Amber G. Kolb
Elizabeth Ann Kolek
Stephanie Kotsovolos
Dylan Andrew Koval
Giovanna LaBarbera
Francis Kin Sang Lau
Jennifer Lee
Nina Joan Leopold
Georgina Mae Lloyd
Taylor Nicole Long
Dylan Joseph Longo

Colleen Mary Devir
Amanda Collette Devlin
Christopher Robert Digirolomo
Maria Rita Dillon
Emily Rose Eichholtz
Jonathan Peter Escobar
Sean Michael Estep
Hope Juliana Estrella
Nicholas Alexander Evarts
Alexis Rae Evon
Christopher Enrico Fabiano
Samantha Feeney
Mackenzie Amber Fenn
Michael Andrew Fernandez
Julian Andrew Frare
Jenna Terese Garecht
Antonia Marie Gates
Jessica Lynn Garcia
Matthew Esposito Gigante
Anna Maria Giglio
Heather A. Gillespie
Jane Glickman
Brianne Nicole Gore
Brittany Marie Gore
Raphael Zachariah Governali
Lindsey Marie Guadagni
Joshua Michael Gudelski
Bradley Lyle Gutmann
Haneen H. Hamdan
Megan Cecile Hamel
Hannah Elizabeth Harris
Leah Jane Hess
Kylie Christine Hickson
Rachel Joanne House
Johanna Patricia Idrovo-Sarmiento
Abigail Ann Ives
Gabriella Louise Izzo
Mirana Jaundoo
Czarisse Anne Javier
Kayla Rose Johnson
Emmanuel N. Kamara
Indra Jyot Kari
Efe Can Karafe
Chrsstella Karamanis
Allison Brooke Kelley
Jasmine A. Koch
Amber G. Kolb
Elizabeth Ann Kolek
Stephanie Kotsovolos
Dylan Andrew Koval
Giovanna LaBarbera
Francis Kin Sang Lau
Jennifer Lee
Nina Joan Leopold
Georgina Mae Lloyd
Taylor Nicole Long
Dylan Joseph Longo

David Edward Longstreet
Morgan Noll Loovenberg
Frank B. Lynch
Tyler Lyndon
James Anthony Madio
Kevin Owen Maeder
Ariel Maggicomo
Edward Joseph Maher
Benjamin Lyons Mahon
Jennifer Christina Maldonado
Jacyln Terese Mangone
Kevin B. Marfo
Zachary Alvin Margolis
Elizabeth Ivy Marinis
Harrison William Markella
Catherine Delenn Martin
Maya M. Mascoll
Caitlyn Marie McCormack
Timothy John McGowan
Jenna Kate McKechnie
Leo Rafael Melendez
Amanda Rae Mergenthaler
Britney Celine Michel
Emily Paige Mitchell
Gwyndolyn Taylor Molony
Caysia Tyler Morgan
Lydia Miriam Moribor
Caitlyn Rae Musano
Samanta Anghele Najjar
Francesca Louise Napolitano
Jamie Nicole Numark
Chidi D. Nwuneli
Kevin Joseph Nyhus
Brenna O'Brien
Kaley Rose O'Connor
Sarah Margaret O'Donovan
James Patrick Oliver III
Tessa Ellen Olmstead
Kevin Kwame Osei-Akoto
Samantha L. Paiva
Christopher Parke
Paige Louise Parton
Anne Marie Pascale
Scott Patterson
Karla Esperanza Perez
Valerie Catherine Perkins
Thomas Anthony Perry
Benjamin Reid Persky
Morgan E. Pittfield
Joseph Powell
Luke Michael Putnam-Mackey
Molly Grace Rabinovitz
Kelly Anne Reynolds
Jonathan Scott Richter
Paige Riley Rifiino
William Joseph Roche
Rebecca L. Root

Katherine Marie Rosell
Madeline Rose Rosenberg
Ally Jordan Rosenfeld
Christopher James Russo
Michael Andrew Sakosits
Lauren Alayna Salatto-Rosenay
Alyssa Marie Santos
Julia Marie Schade
Antoinette Lee Scialo
Payton Rose Seltenreich
Victoria Kathleen Serre
Juliana Jean Shevchenko
Denaysia Silva
Timothy Q. Smith
Mary Elizabeth Sobran
Michelle Souza
Conner Michael Sproat
Andy Srafa
Jenna Anne Sucato
Julia Rose Susser
Lucas Raymond Sundwall
Emily Rose Szamocki
Megan Szawolski
Anyh Elisabeth Taffe
Hannah Grace Tanguay
Steven John Tarnok
Ethan E. Taveras
Justin Tennant
Peter Joseph Thomas
Michael Isaiah Thompson
Sean Patrick Toolan
Noah Michael Toro
Bianca Raquel Torres
Angela Christina Tournas
Shawn James Urban
Dylan James Van Gorden
Andrew Robert Walsh
Paige Alexandra Warfel
Olivia Christine Wardon
Gabrielle Maria White
Mykah Chanel Whitehead
JoAnne Wilcox
Drew Matthew Williams
Jordan Charles Williams Sr.
Alexander Stephen Woodrow
Andrew Michael Turnour
Workman
Elyssa Joy Wrubel
Charles Eduard Zimmermann
Paul William Zopatti

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jamie Ackerman
Natalie Alechko
Hector Alica
Luz Aidylasse Avila
Claudia Gabriela Ayala
Included in today's ceremony are students who received their degrees in January 2020 and those who expect to complete their academic requirements by May or September 2020. Degrees are conferred upon all candidates who meet the graduation requirements, subject to review of all curricular requirements.

*University Honors Program
School of Business

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Jason Ryan Bak
Nichole Elizabeth Brant
Fructuoso H. Canales
Thomas J. Chapman Jr.
Julie Connelly
Melissa Gardianos
Katherine A. Girouard
Noah Harley Goldman
Steven Gromak
Kemila James Haripaul
Michael David Johnson Jr.
Carl Joseph Malota IV
Kara Ann Murphy
Jennifer Nichols
Maria Nunez
Georgia Hawkins Oliver
Isabel M. Rowe
Kathryn E. Schwartz
Nick Peter Simos
Marion P. Sparago
Jennifer Delanie Sullivan
Manuel Torres
Danielle M. Veronneau

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Glenn Nicholas Adams
Luke F. Alcorn
Lee Joanne Al-Atraqchi
Joy Ohyinneyechukwu Alino
Dante Joseph Amaral
Max Anthony Amendolara
Shreena Dipthsdhkarm Amin
Christen Adele Anastas
Kyle John Andreniuk
Skyler Richard Anson
Michaela Denise Anti
Nicholas Jack Appleby
Logan Applegate
Guruguthan Aravinthan
Alexa Jean Arzano
Travis Atson
Duchaine Augustin Jr.
Jennifer Aversano
Kaitlin Rose Baken
Andrew William Baker
Alyssa Joanne Balyga
Paul Martin Baranski
Amanda Hope Barbato
Erik Norris Barlow
Herson Omar Barrera
Sharon Barry
Carly N. Bauersachs
Kyle William Begley
Tyler John Belhore
Kayla Elizabeth Birmingham
Liam Michael Birmingham
Bryan Matthew Blair Jr.
Kevin Martin Blank
Tyla Janae Blount
Kyle Brand Bobley
Adriana Lea Bogen
Thomas Anthony Bogen
Brooke D. Bonsteel
Madison Southard Borden
Christian Matthew Boretti
Kurt Robert Borgan
Carolle Alice Borzecki
Alexander Reed Bosio
Elise Mary Bowman
Anthony Matthew Bozzone
Alexandra Lynn Bradley
Payton Farra Bradley
Ava M. Brandt
Gabrielle Sabrina Branim
Daniel Patrick Brennan
Austin George Brissenden
Vanessa Holly Rose Brokaw
Brendan Michael Brooks
Matthew Paul Bruchalski
Stephen John Bukowski Jr.
Amy Melissa Burstin
Patrick Duminick Cachapero
Liana Laura Calandra
Paul Vincent Camera
David A. Capela
Kyle Hamilton Carbutt
Gaetano Carillo
Christopher Kevin Carroll
Caroline Marie Carter
Joseph Philip Cassidy
Bradley A. Cates
Mark Andrew Cavallaro
Zachary Joseph Cerreto
Edward H. Cho
Samuel Mitchell Christman
Michael Ciuffo
Elizabeth Lauren Cline
Michael William Cofrnan
Thomas Patrick Colicchio
Andrew Michael Colucci
Garrett James Conaghan
Bradley Patrick Connolly
Shane William Connolly
Carolyn Ashley Consiglio
Brian Andrew Cooperham
Alexa Victoria Coppola
Daniel Borges Correa
Ryan Christopher Cosgrove
James A. Coulson
Christopher M. Courtney
Sarah-Eve Coutou Godbout
Adam Bruce Cronin
Lindsey Anne Crossman
Jack R. Crowley
John Antonio Cruz
Anthony Joseph Cucich
Taylor Michele Cuneo
Nicholas Thomas Currie
Zachary Michael Cyran
Justin Dante Daddio
Matthew Arthur Daley
Leanna Elise Daniele
Romain Daniellou
Julia Ann D’Arinzo
Sophie Marie Davison
Robert Adam DeBenedictis
Blake Thomas DeCarr
Michelle Denise Defilippo
Eric James DeFrancesco
John Joseph D’Elia
Aislinn Helen Delinks
Domenic John Dell’Oro
Yiqiu Deng
Francesca DePaolo
Maxwell Vincent Depalo
Irina Dervisevic
Viraj D. Desai
John Anthony DiFato
Christiaan John Dinkeloo
Brandon Vincent DiNata
Nicholas M. DiSabella Jr.
Madison Rose Donohoe
Colin Joseph Donnelly
Quinn Alexander Drigan
Jason Aditya Dudhane
Kristina Brooke Duran
Carly Alexandra Duval
Megan M. Dyson
Alex J. Edelman
Shaquana Samantha Edwards
Brendan S. Engel
Rachel Ertman
Estefania Estrada Zavala
Abraham S. Falack
Julian Alexander Fernandez
Lauren Nicole Fery
Jennifer J. Finley
Andrew J. Fitzgerald
Dustin Leigh Fitzpatrick
Christopher Paul Flanders
Kiera Christine Flynn
Matthew James Forcino
Max Thomas Fortier
Giuseppe Luca Fuduli
Alena Carly Galan
Kevin C. Gannon
Siana Garcia
Heidi Lynisa Gardiner
Jenna Lynch Gardner
Daniel James Garfield
Kendall Julia Geary
Angela Geraci
Brianna Paige Gerndt
Jake Austin Glassheim
Ryan McLeod Glushek
Matthew Joseph Godas
Steven James Gorham
Amanda Leigh Gouskos
Carly Marie Gouveia

Zachary Michael Cyran
Nicholas Thomas Currie
Taylor Virginia Green
Joseph Nicholas Guido III
Nicholas Francesco Gulotta
Bryan Gutierrez
Jeffrey Thomas Hallbach
Olivia Marie Hally
Brandon Hamlet
Tori Jean Hannon
Ryan Michael Harrington
Yanni Theodoros Hatzipetrou
Avery Muriel Hayes
Tyler David Henchcliffe
Destiny Carol Ann Henry
Joshua Vincent Hertel
Patrick Jay Hille
Abigail Susan Hinsley
Nicholas Robert Horoszow
Jacob Thomas Horrigan
Joseph Thomas Ippolito III
Calli Jackson
Raahil Jain
Ryan Stephen Jakubowski
Noah Kelley James
Jennifer Jasterzbski
Henry Richard Jenet III
Evand Andrew Johns
Tucker James Johns
Regina M. Joseph
Joslyn Lisa Joy
Adam Robert Kane
Travis Kasabri
Derek Kasperzyk
Conor Thomas Kelly
Kathryn Lyn Kelly
Niall Anthony Kelly
Richard F. Kelly
Seamus Colin Kelly
James Terrence Kessler Jr.
Matthew Khorasani
Andrew Claude Kiesksy
Celine Zeynep Kicic
Natalie Elizabeth Kimmel
Tony Kong
Jake N. Konop
Nicole V Kontzamanis
Andrew Kramer
Paul Joseph Kruger III
Alana Grace Kuselas
Benito Alex Kwadade
Joseph R. Lamicella
Nicholas Vincent Lamparelli
Joseph William Laursen
Amy Elizabeth Laverty
Robert C. Lay
Tyler Ashton Lefebvre
Justin Harrison Leifer
Evan A. Lemoine
Megan Grace Bragaglia
Brendan Samuel Cairnes
Amanda Marie Calamito
Nicholas J. Calderaro
Andrew Jack Capasso
Kristen Ellen Capuzzo
Alissa Rose Carbonara
Amy Michelle Cavallo
Robert Anthony Cereillo
Carmela Cervetta
Lissette Chao
Nicholas Peter Cheer
Katherine Chen
Erin Kelly Ciborowski
Kristina Clark
Jeffrey S. Collacuro
Caroline Elizabeth Conti
Brendan Copley
Andrea S. Cordero
Vincent Paul Corvari
Gary Richard Costello
Bernard Cotter
Christopher Andreas Couch
Michael Counus
Michael Scott Courtemanche
Courtney Nichole Culpin
Joseph James Cunningham
Katelyn Jean Curry
Ryan David Cuttitta
Caroline Elizabeth Dacey
Sean Gregory Dacey
Zachary Paul Daly
Anthony Joseph D’Amato
Esha Gaurang Dave
Nicolas Alessandro Delledonne
Jack Andrew DePalma
Nicholas Thomas Desmarais
Michael David Devanney
Tyler A. DeVito
Matthew Dennis Dipoto
Yihong Dong
Zhuoqi Dong
Griffin F. Doree
William Anthony Dowd
Emily Marie Dryzugula
Kelli Lynn Dupre
Chris S. Enns
Shawn Finnegan
Katherine Elinor Freeman
Cristina Michele Galofaro
Gabriella Sophia Garcia
Rebecca Lea Garfinkel
Michaela F. Giacobbe
John M. Goepfrich
Stephen Goodwin
Benjamin Jeremy Greene
Abigail Marie Guglietta
Carmichael Gugliotti
Erik Andrew Gullesstad
Ryan Gregory Hargraves
Karen Judith Harris
Lucas Arthur Hartmann
Dakota J. Herman
Jeffrey Devin Holm
Hanna Hutter
Jonathan Johnhes Ibonnet
Elizabeth Rose Jasko
Ryan Scott Jelley
Nicholas Keane Jermain
Kyle Jeter
Boya Jiang
Brittany Johnson
Richard Paul Jowdy Jr.
Steven M. Justo
Cristiana Tasia Kamais
Olga Karantoni
Rena M. Katsey
Gai Meir Kaufman-Glisko
Gregory Karl Kaulins
Sydney Madison Kenyon
Viktoria Keresztes
Matthew Edward Keressey
Michael Anthony Kiernan
Marisa A. King
Claire Jillian Knust
Luke Nahs Korkemaz
Jakub A. Kozak
James K. Kozlowski
Zachary A. Krauss
Richard E. Labriola
Heather Laffin
Sarah Elizabeth Lamb
Andrew Simon Lazarev
Ian Zachary Leichter
Matthew J. Lewis
Alana Rose Link
Yuqepeng Liu
Lucille Marie Logozzo
Brittany Muzyka Lord
James Frederic Lord
James E. Lunn Jr.
Owen David Lynch
Daniel MacDonald
Justin Raymond Maddalena
Ellen E. Mahoney
Kurt Mancini
Michael James Marra
Anthony Charles Martino
Abby Esmeralda Marton
Lauren Rose Mastropolo
Alexander Brian Mattrie
Emily A. McClanahan
Andrew J. McDonald
Ryan James McFarland
Andrew C. McFeeters
Elizabeth Marie McMorrow
Jake Ryan Mendelson
Paige Christina Meyer
Elizabeth Miedzinski
Alexander George Miller
James Robert Miller
Melissa S. Morley
Humna Mouli
Keely J. Mosley
Amanda Rose Murad
Rachel Elizabeth Murphy
Eric Patrick Murray
Matthew N. Muscarella
Nicoletta R. Naclerio
Steven Napolitano
Kendall Leigh Nickel
Margret I. Ojo
Brandon Orlando
Daniel Patrick O’Toole
Shaquita T. Pack
Sai Chaitanya Pamidi
Nicole Marie Parrish
Jeffrey Paz-Lerma
Natalie A. Pelletier
Matthew E. Peterson
Daniel Angelo Picone
Anthony Durand Piland Sr.
Marino Poliseno
Sarah Margaret Popoli
Timothy Joseph Poulin Jr.
Sabrina Quiles
Kayla Marie Roddy
Layla Leigh Rodriguez
Robert M. Rousseau
Aleksandra Maria Rusin
Jillian Sallustio
Peter S. Sandor
Hayden John Savastano
Cara Nicole Schanz
Tyler Scheer
Elizabeth Leorah Schuler
Jaycee L. Schwarz
Madelynn Ilana Seruya
Alexis Nicole Severino
Caroline Bailey Sheriff
Luke Kirk Shiplo
Caleb Ali Shulman
John Anthony Spadavecchia Jr.
Maria Spano
David C. Springer
Morgan Leigh Staples
Axel Stern
Emily Rose Stoveken
Shane Patrick Sullivan
Kelsey Lyn Sweeney
Norbert Szabo
Matthew Tavani
Matthew J. Tryforos
Dario John Venuto
Whitney Mary Viola
Michael Vitello
Zachary Noel Vontobel
Evan B. Warren
Joshua Travers Wells
Louis E. Westfall Jr.
Gabrielle Hannah Whitaker
Cecilia Zaporta
Taylor R. Zeni
Tina Zhou

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**

**ACCOUNTING**

Christopher Louis Alese
Thomas Kirk Barber
Thomas Frank Bennett
Ryan Patrick Collins
Victoria Anna Marie D’Amato
Gianna Marie Giuliani
Alex Joseph Hardenberg
Jason Michael Jacobus
Gregory Harold Kassar
Alice J. Kim
Michael A. Koziarz
Monika Leszczynski
Stephanie Martinez
Keith Thomas McIntyre
Andrew Joseph O’Donnell
Luke Christian Rella
Parker Wade
Michael James Whalen
Alyssa L. Zummo

**BUSINESS ANALYTICS**

Caroline Mohanie Accardi
Jean Willy Amazan
Robert D. Beck
John William Beisner
Aaron Michael Betker
Jacob Keith Bjornberg
Casey Michael Briscoe
Brandy Michelle Burgos-Ryan
Nicole Marie Busa
William Kenneth Byrne
Bobbi Kathryn Caggianelli
Anthony Isella Cassar
Jakob Cerra
Aiden Chattelle
Michael P. Cianciola
Frank Colaninno Jr.
Thomas Costello
Jenna Cripps
Lynda Lee Davis
Francisco Flores Diaz
Steven Diaz
Catherine Ann Dodsworth
Cooper D. Ewald
Jennifer Lehman Flexer
Fadi Hashim
Matthew A. Jonas
Kimberly Ann King
Seshadri Madhusudhanan
Carissa McIntire
Vanessa E. Meyers
Maria Miller
Matthew Moniz
Rachel Marie Moser
Elroy Murray
Bukuola Okulaja
Tullio Francesco Osa
Christopher O’Sullivan
Michael C. Ouellette
Tamisha Phillip

†Candidate for joint JD/MBA
Included in today’s ceremony are students who received their degrees in January 2020 and those who expect to complete their academic requirements by May or September 2020. Degrees are conferred upon all candidates who meet the graduation requirements, subject to review of all curricular requirements.
School of Communications

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Dylan Michael Abad
Philip Eugene Akre
Kristen Grace Altmeyer
Taylor Ashley Alvarado
Garrett Alexander Amill
Michael Vincent Bachmann
Marie J. Badio
Daniel V. Bahl
Jonathan Michael Banks
Anna Catherine Barton
Teresa Ellen Bates
Isaac Conrad Bauer
Nick Beaudoin
Jake David Benn
Meghan Rose Berger
Ian Addison Berkey
Kyra Birnbaum
Katerina Lucy Bressette
Donovan Taylor Brinson
Zachary H. Brooks
Kelsey Lauren Bross
Cooper Nicholas Brown
Anna Kathryn Buonomo
Amanda Morgan Bushman
Jay Connor Capodanno
Ciaran Rhys Carlson
Krista Nicole Dillane
Americo Richard DiFronzo
Peter Andrew Dewey
Amanda Colette Devlin
Christopher M. Dacey
Darby Elizabeth Curtin
Alexander James Cowing
Tyler William Conti
Sabrina Rose Colonese-Dibello
Wesley Clapp
Tom Bernard-Lao
Conley-Wilson III
Tyler William Contri
Brent Nicholas Costantino
Alexander James Cowing
Darby Elizabeth Curtin
Christopher M. Dacey
Amanda Colette Devlin
Peter Andrew Dewey
Americo Richard DiFronzo
Krista Nicole Dillane
Liana Rose DiMirti’
Brett Christopher DiSalvo
Ryan Arthur DiSalvo
Meghan E. Donahue
Catherine Ann Donnoyer
Kristen Drakopulos
Mikeighla Eileen Droney
Charlotte Paige Edmunds
Alexis Rae Evon
Ryan Christopher Fargo
Andrew Evan Feinberg
Erin Grace Fennessey
Lisa A. Ferrara
Gabriella Figliozzi
Aidan James Finnerty
Zachary Kos Flanagan
Elizabeth Marie Flynn
Meredith Nicole Fox
Megan Mary Francese
Quinn Brian Frankel
Kevin George Fuller
Anthony James Galler
Michaela Rae Ganezer
Charlotte Sue Gardner
Charlotte Garguilo
Kayla Marie Gaudet
Nathen Robert Gaw
Isabella Gerber
Kerry Ann Golden
Daniel Alexander Gonzalez
Brett Ryan Gosselin
Marlaiayna Taylor Grinberg
Alexandra Rose Grunstein
Alexis Marie Guerra
Annika Gustafsson
Jeppe August Haehre
Matthew Ryan Halpin
Brian Robert Hanslin
Christopher Peter Harte
Jillian Marie Haversat
Kailie E. Heffler
Maeve Catherine Hennigan
Taylor Lynn Herd
Patrick Joseph Hickey
Kevin Thomas Higgins
Jason Michael Hirsch
Andrew Eliot Hoff
Andrew T. Hollinger
Evan Bradley Hughes
Brendan Kelan Hurley
Chrysostomos Iakovidis
Larryssa Danielle Jean-Jules
Mackensie Ann Judge
Efecan Karaefe
Sean Keenan
Margaret M. Kempf
Kim Floor Sanne Kerremans
Zachary Peter Kerstgens
Simone C. King
Tessa Nelle Knorr
Jillian Marie Knox
Chase Marsha Kosinski
Matthew Kricheli
Thomas Anthony Krosnowski
Eliza Sophia Kruczynski
Jake Tyler LaFauci
Steven Lawrence Leblanc
Jennifer Lee
Angela Marie Letizia
Samantha Harper Levine
Dylan Lewis
Zachary Harding LoCicero
Adrianna Mariela Lovegrove
Mikayla Lovering
Tyler Jason Main
Rachel Leah Marchuk
Maximilian Alexander Marino
Janna Ruth Marnell
Catherine Delenn Martin
Ines Ruiz Martinez
Anaya A. Mateo
Michael Ivan Marston
Madison Eloise Mazzola
Matthew J. McAuliffe
Danielle Marie McGuire
Sarah C. McKernan
John Anthony McMahon
Kevin R. Meiselman
Ambar Mercedes
Anthony Mernacaj
Lauren Nicole Miller
Ryan Edward Miller
Christopher Elias Misciagna
Isabelle Marie Monne
John Kevin Morgan
George Clayton Mock Moser
Aiden Timothy Murphy
Bryan Joseph Murphy
Chiara Michelle Murphy
Nolan P. Murphy
Kaley Valerie Nesci
Bethany Anne Noak
Kaleigh Elizabeth Oates
Peter Michael O’Neill Jr.
Jessica Marie Omskani
Michael Patrick Pasini
Carlye Paskow
Sean William Patten
Tyler J. Pereira
Kevin Alexander Perez
Magdalena Perretti
Antonella Petrilleo
Richard Petrosino III
Matthew P. Petry
Juliana Rose Pliskin
Joseph Aaron Pranksy
Bryan Gregory Proctor
Sean Andrew Raggio
Aymaan Rehman
Brooke Alyson Reilly
Michael Gerald Reilly
Nicholas Robinson Reynolds
Emma Louise Richardson
Sophie Frances Rodgers
Allison Marie Roethke
Kaycie Marie Romanello
Ruby Xiao Rosenwasser
Alexis Elizabeth Rossi
Brooke Caitlin Rullman
Michael F. Ruta
Ariel Jill Sabo
Lauren Alaya Salatto-Rosenay
Lily Alexandra Searbo
Bryan Schwartz
Jacqueline Jane Scilla
Nicholas Michael Scognamiglio
Matthew James Scoopo
Ashley Ann Sewell
Samantha Paige Sheehy
Cameron Trevor Silver
Rachael Catherine Similharis
Sarah A. Singer
Grant Thomas Skophammer
Nicholas Roy Slater
Joey Taylor Slavis
Margaret Grace Smith
Taylor E. Sniffen
Leah Nicole Sutherland
William Lawrence Swinarton
Fatima Talib
Hannah Marie Tebo
Adelle Kathleen Tedesco
Frank J. Tenzer
Gregory A. Terzis
James Kyle Thomas
Alexis Victoria Tinney
Sophia Renata Toppo
Marie Elizabeth Trapani
Giovanni Paolo Trotta
Dante Turo
Katherine G. Uymah
Sarah G. Vandevoort
Elyse Nicole Velky
Christina Vittas
Spencer Vogt
Dana Ulrich Vogt
Marissa Katharine Wagner
Gabriel M. Waleryska
Caitlin Haley Wardlaw
Jordan Rose Wasylik
Victoria Anne Walters
Jordan B. Wolff
Alissa Rachel Zack
Jacob Andrew Ziegler
Joseph Mathew Zuakauskas

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Sydney Barbera
Jacob H. Betzner
Conor Peter Byrne
Daniyal Naveed Khan
Megan Mercedes Machell
Alex Patrick Tomeo
William Benjamin Weinig
Megan Laurel White

MASTER OF SCIENCE
INTERACTIVE MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS
Elizabeth Adams
Ashley Catherine Audet
Sophia Regina Alfieri
Matthew Edward Allen
Rianna Rose Berretta
Kristen Bourgaute
Included in today's ceremony are students who received their degrees in January 2020 and those who expect to complete their academic requirements by May or September 2020. Degrees are conferred upon all candidates who meet the graduation requirements, subject to review of all curricular requirements.
School of Education

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Jessica Rose Adamson
Emma Gray Alaimo
Jennifer Michelle Anderson
Jacelyn Amanda Anglin
Elizabeth Rose Annunziato
Jeanamarie Avena
Alexa Marie Boscaino
Makayla Sarah Calisi
Julia Catherine Carlson
Amanda Dorothy Charlton
Christiano David Chavez
Sophia Rose Chiravelli
Cynthia Kelsey Clement
Julia G. Corrice
Jessica Leigh Coughlin
Rachel Frances Croke
Alicia Lynn Curria
Nicole Juliana Curto
Alexandra DiCaterino
Katherine Dowd
Hannah Elizabeth Dunlevy
Tariana Ebron
Morgan Sienna Fair
Sara Daniella Franck
Hailey Melissa Gablinske
Amanda I. Gormley
Emily Carlyln Grindell
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Hebert
Alexandra Rose Jacobs
Brittany Anne Kammerer
Megan M. Kelley
Avery Danielle Kidd
Cynthia Rose Lerman
Owen Whble Martel
Megan Catherine McCarthy
Julia Eleanor Morse
Katherine Nazario
Justin Pasquin
Rose Teresa Piscitelli
Isabella Teresa Purcell
Emily Margaret Roskopf
Mary Elizabeth Rotert
Maura Kathryn Scully
Allison Caroline Smith
Allison Elizabeth Sobolewski
Hannah Ruth Teicher
Meghan Mea Thorogood
Aimee Lynn Trottier
Kevin D. Ugalde
Anneline Bernadette van Ess
Annie Victoria Warm
Brianna Marie Weiner

SECONDARY EDUCATION

David George Acocella
Nivea Alexis Acosta
Joanna Marie Sayed Ahmed
Laura L. Blocher
Megan Carol Bucknall
Cassandra Call
Kimberly Elizabeth Day
Allison C. Dripchak
Lee-Stuart Evans
Salvatore Giovanni Famosi
Tara Foutoohi
Aqsa Iman Kholoan
Tiffany Amber Khan
Caroline McTague
Emily Alice Menendez
Benjamin D. Monaghan
Brianna Sarah Myers
Ashley Ponce
Rosa Theodora Cooper Saeris
Joseph Rudolph Serricchio
Michael Thorp
Carly M. Timpson
Benjamin James Valinsky

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Jessica Baer
Carolyn Marie Bighiinnati
Christina Frances Borger
Geneviève Boulos
Emmanuel Chang
Michael Francis Chant
Stephen James Cowell
Carla Desrouilleres
Lejun Ding
Victoria Aileen Brandis Gee
Laura Gravino
Mary Elizabeth Libonati
Miranda Martin
Belinda Deann McClain
Heather Ann McNamara
Matthew Meester
Amanda Jane Nagurney
Susan Norkus
Donisa Wynette Norman
Azra Fatima Saeed
Mary Kuhn Snow
Susan M. Steauovsky
Sarah Lynn Wiedenbeck

Katie Elizabeth Cote
Victoria Craig
Briana Curran
Lauren C. Czaja
Dorin Elvse Dehls
Taylor Lynn Desautels
Nicole Ashley Dickison
Margaret Patricia Donnelly
Luciana J. Fohsz
Loren Hare Garfield
Brittany Nicole Gerwick
Holly A. Herzman
Christine Brenna Hill
Michelle Nicole Hoetjes
Megan Johnston
Lynn M. Jones
Sara Meghan Jones
Emily R. Katz
Sean Kelleher
Sarah E. Kelly
Alexandra Lawson
Caitlin R. Leese
Suzannah A. Lim
Claire Martinez
Elizabeth Ann McBride
Melissa Mitchell
Kathleen Morton
Erin Nickerson
Melissa Nicole Onofrio
Anne M. Pape
Theresa E. Phillips
Daniel P. Piscottano
Robin M. Russotto
Jennifer G. Schleif
Leah Schwartz
Kelse A. Smith
Caitlin Smith
Alexandra Catherine Theodore
Ashley Marie Tuccinardi
Megan Sara Tucker
Nikole Danae Tyrrell
Jessica M. Vitale
Tamika Woodbridge
Sarah Woods
Jennifer Law Young
Limci Zhang

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Lisa Blanchette
Sasha Michele Bugarchich
Amanda A. Cianciola
Jessica Marie Coffey
Betina M. Cornwell

Katie Elizabeth Cote
Victoria Craig
Briana Curran
Lauren C. Czaja
Dorin Elvse Dehls
Taylor Lynn Desautels
Nicole Ashley Dickison
Margaret Patricia Donnelly
Luciana J. Fohsz
Loren Hare Garfield
Brittany Nicole Gerwick
Holly A. Herzman
Christine Brenna Hill
Michelle Nicole Hoetjes
Megan Johnston
Lynn M. Jones
Sara Meghan Jones
Emily R. Katz
Sean Kelleher
Sarah E. Kelly
Alexandra Lawson
Caitlin R. Leese
Suzannah A. Lim
Claire Martinez
Elizabeth Ann McBride
Melissa Mitchell
Kathleen Morton
Erin Nickerson
Melissa Nicole Onofrio
Anne M. Pape
Theresa E. Phillips
Daniel P. Piscottano
Robin M. Russotto
Jennifer G. Schleif
Leah Schwartz
Kelse A. Smith
Caitlin Smith
Alexandra Catherine Theodore
Ashley Marie Tuccinardi
Megan Sara Tucker
Nikole Danae Tyrrell
Jessica M. Vitale
Tamika Woodbridge
Sarah Woods
Jennifer Law Young
Limci Zhang

TEACHER LEADERSHIP

Amy Allen
Gabrielle Rose Brzozowski
Christina Chapple
Chelsea Madeline Ciccio
Laurabeth Davidson
Daniel Devine
Christina Esposito
Robert Fosse-Previs
Jennifer Garon
Alison M. Heery
Jennifer Gail Lebron
Kelly J. MacDonell

SIXTH-YEAR DIPLOMA

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Anna Balouskus
Jillian Luciana Barnych
Jean D. Barresi
Drew Michael Blythe
David J. Cheris
Sara Jean Cooper
Susan Kappler Dalka
Karen Lynn Despres
Carla M. Desf ranis
Sandi Dowsett
Mary Ellen Dunne
Amy Wolcott Farotti
Gary P. Gravina
Meghan Hudson
Francis Joseph Jawidzik IV
Lauren Kathleen Mikulak
Jennifer Marie Penna
Danielle Santagata
Jill Novak Shakan
Christina Kathleen Vemuri
Masuda Vohra

Included in today’s ceremony are students who received their degrees in January 2020 and those who expect to complete their academic requirements by May or September 2020. Degrees are conferred upon all candidates who meet the graduation requirements, subject to review of all curricular requirements.
School of Engineering

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Edward Joseph Maher
Michael Woo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Patrick F. Allen
Ralph Frank Arred
John Diego Arteaga
Sydney M. Bark
Jagger Keith Brady
Chase Ruland Briggs
Brendon Patrick Brown
Jonathan Charles Bryce
Stephen Christopher Burke
Patrick Christopher Cambareri
Antonino Salvatore Cappello
Franco Antonio Cascarino
Madeline Marie Chiapperino
Matthew Allen Chieco
Thomas Alexander Couto
John Thomas Crawford
Nathan C. Cupidore
Kyle Edward DeGennaro
Tyler Daniel DeGennaro
John D. DeMartinis
Kamil Dembinski
Daniella Rosa DiZenzo
Megan Elizabeth Donnelly
John Eamon Duffy
William Robert Eccles
Alexandre David Enes
Christopher Enrico Fabiano
William Ronald Forbes III
Megan Forster
Kyle Joseph Freitas
Gregory R. Giuliani
Megan Ann Gold
Kyle Gorman
Keith Griswold
Tyler Gene Hall
Reeda Hanif
Ryan James Hanlon
Kyle Raymond Horton
Matthew Holmes Johnson
Jason Cahill Kearns
Jeffrey Robert Lane
Anthony Michael Leoce
Brandon Thomas Loehle
Matteo Domenico Longobardi
Hunter Charles Lotierzo
Kevin Owen Maeder
Dean Joseph Manetta
Robert Manetta
Alexandra Martin
James Joseph Mazich
Daron Shandon McIntosh
Amanda Rae Mergenthaler
Hayley Anne Neugarten
Dang Minh Khoi Nguyen
David Nguyen
Harun Omer Ozgul
Simona Francesca Panno
Joseph Edward Passanante
Colin James Perry
Rachel Olivia Piscitelli
Nicholas Andrew Rajaratnam
Evan William Rigsby
Daniel Samuel Roth
Joseph Samuel Ruiz
Mark A. Russo Jr.
Kevin Steve Sangurima
Alexandra Sazhin
Julianna Jean Shevchenko
Couver Richard Smith
James Michael Stranger
Joseph B. Tamburri
Kevin Ray Thimotee
Jennifer Niemand Vignola
Cameron P. Weber
Joseph W. White
Janine Celine Zumerchik

MASTER OF SCIENCE
CYBERSECURITY
Andre Abbott
Achsah Merin Abraham
Brian A. Craco
Patrick John Heneghan
Emmanuel Sam
Linda Thomas
Janice L. Wachtarz
Kathryn A. Wanta

Included in today's ceremony are students who received their degrees in January 2020 and those who expect to complete their academic requirements by May or September 2020. Degrees are conferred upon all candidates who meet the graduation requirements, subject to review of all curricular requirements.
School of Health Sciences

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Allison Ann Abramski
Erica Adams
Samantha Skerritt Adziggan
Alex William Alisco
Jimmy Alvarado
Evelyn Gabriela Alvarez
Alexis Anne Angell
Ashley Marian Aruri
Gabrielle Marie Augur
John E. Augustine
Areesa Aziz
James Theodore Babinski
Samantha Elizabeth Bacon
Amanda Lauren Baker
Brittini Lee Balletto
Rexhina Balliu
Kelly Elizabeth Banach
Savannah Dorothy Barishian
Jordan Alexandra Baronas
Jaclyn Anne Barry
Andrew James Bartgis
Julie Ann Barthelmes
Julia Lynn Basso
Sabrina Bastos
Xenia Lee Baumert
Richard Alexander Beckmann
Angela Marie Beeso
Jessica Katherine Bell
Colin Michael Bemis
Amber Benefield
Amber Kordele Bennings
Kristina Maria Bento
Jacqueline Patricia Berolini
John Ryan Best
Emily Matsumoto Bhoy
Amanda Mae Biggin
Emily Taylor Billings
Brandon Shane Bingham
Katherine Vera Blackwood
Amanda Christine Blum
Carly Johanna Bonanno
Laquisha Laquet Bond
Jessica Lynn Bonner
Alyssa Brana
Caely Elizabeth Brennan
Krystal Ann Brightton
Tanya Brilus
Cynthia Rachel Brito
Aly R. Brown
Allyson Zimmerman Brown
Emily Marie Brown
Giulia Leigh Bruno
Gianna Louise Brusca
Allissa Cindy Buchanan
Nicole Barbara Budнич
Kailtin M. Buffa
Madison Emily Bulera
Alexis K. Buote
Nathaniel David Burgess
Dwight Michael Burns
Melissa Ann Calvecchio
Gabriella Lynn Calvitto
Valon Camaj
Brianna Josephine Campbell
Julie-Anne Ayla Cannoyan
Cassydi Beverly Caputo
Sydney Ann Caputo
Faith Renee Carelli
Melanie Patterson Caruso
Raegan Elizabeth Casarella
Margaret Frances Cashman
Maresa Elizabeth Catanzaro
Adrian Taylor Cepeda
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Cerreta
Nicole Lauren Chamberlain
Stephanie Tsambika Chavanne
Arietta E. Chevian
Kaelyn Chi
Kristina Sil Choe
Sydney Virginia Christopher
Cassandra Mara Chryssogelos
Kevin Cioni
Rose Katelyn Cipoletti
Erica Rachel Civerchia
Alexa Rae Cohen
Hannah Brenda Cole
Erika Elizabeth Conaci
Sophie Savettiere Connolly
Thomas Edward Consalvo
James Tsaldaris Coon
Andrew Cordova
Kacey Elizabeth Corjulo
Devon Doreen Cormier
Cassidy Rose Correia
Giana Carey Cotugno
Kelsey Anita Coughlin
Aaliyah Seune Council
Jake Courtman
Kayla Marie Criscenzo
Rachel Crosby
Megan Marie Crowley
Sofia Cunietto
Leah Alexandra Cummings
Meghan Carylann Curtin
Andrea Cutts
Andrew Max Czaja
Sarah Daghestani
Raffaele Victor Daniele
Amhezeta Natasha Davies
Alexandra Leigh Davis
Chelsea Noelle Davis
Rachel Elizabeth Davis
Rachael Elizabeth Davis
Yanina Ninoska De La Torre
Gabriella Mary Decker
Alexandra Nicole Decker
Joseph Anthony Del Vecchio
Meghan D. Del Vecchio
Kristine Isabel Delgado
Tara Kathleen Della Torre
Alyssa M. DeMande
Juliette Ann Dent
Justin T. Denton
Robert John DePippo Jr.
Chloe M. Devany
Morgan Elizabeth Devlin
Elizabeth Eronmwnm Dew
Camren Margaret Dixon
Jillian Taylor DiCiacinto
Dayna Marie DiMarco
Ariana Dominica DiPietrantonio
Danielle J. Disick
Wendi Eliza Domiguez
Kealyn Bridget Donahue
Nicole L. Donzella
Madiysn Mary Downey
Cameron Bruce Doyle
Meredith Kathleen Edwards
Samantha Edwards
Mackenzie Nichole Egan
Georgia Marie Ellis
Lauren B. Ellis
Sebastian A. Eulig
Haley Everding
Mark Andrew Exantus
Erin Elizabeth Fahey
Paula Anne Farrar
Teresa Cristina Fava
Isabella Amber Fazio
Rachel Anne Fearing
Giulia Rose Fenton
Rebecca Nicole Flerazzo
Michael Patrick Finnell
Nicholas Carl Fiorentino
Ilana Eve Fishman
Leah Christine Fitz-Simon
Catherine Jane Flynn
Haley Dorothea Follansbee
Randall S. Frank
Daniel W. Friedman
Casey Jean Fusco
Megan Rachel Futterman
Emily Ann Gagliardo
Jessica B. Gagnon
Alyssa Marie Gagnon
Joseph Terence Gallagher
Michaela Taurkus Gallagher
Abigail Grace Gardiner
Morgan Alexandra Gelfand
Steven M. Genna
Emmett Michael Geraghty
Jillian Germino
Carly Rae Gilmore
Molly Ann Gillas
Eleanor Catherine Lang
Jessica Lapinski
Karissa Louise Laramie
Jamie Elizabeth Larkin
Angelya Theresa Larsen
Dylan Domenic Latella
Jackson Christopher Leal
Hannah Lee Leclaire
Onshalyte Lee
Casey Paige Leicht
Kiersten Frances Leone
Jonathan G. Lezama
Juliette Elyse Gondin
Steven John Gonia
Rebecca Milne Gottchelf
Megan Virginia Grandell
Clare Marion Gravina
Emily Kiernan Gunther
Kristina Guzman
Vanessa Maria Guzzardi
Kayla Lynne Gyger
Grace Lea Hamilton
Karishma Deepak Harjani
Kelsie Elizabeth Hartman
Elena Elizabeth Harvey
Brittany Lynne Haversat
Adam Emanuel Heiniger
Madison Anne Hendry
Natalie Alexandra Henry
Danielle Marie Herman
Mallory Alexis Herrick
Hannah R. Hewlett
Sara Paige Hios
Anna Christine Hlushko
Lauren Elizabeth Holzer
Monique Hong
Amanda M. Hunt
Edimeyah H. Hunter
Rebecca N. Infosino
Michelle Inga
Ayeshia Shantel Jackson
Molly Shannon Jannell
Morgan Margaret Jonas
Melissa Paige Jones
Christian M. Kearney
Allison Joy Keenan
Victoria Lynne Kelley
Allison Lauren Kelly
Kaitlyn Nicole Kelly
Allison Marian Kelsey
Sabrina M. Keo
Mikayla R. Kildunne
Connie Kim
Lauren Elizabeth Klatsky
Carly Rae Klimek
Kaitlyn A. Koch
Nicholas Salvatore Kohlhepp
Franc Kolami
Sarah Jennifer Kramer
Molly Ann Lacasse
Eleanor Catherine Lang
Jessica Lapinski
Kariessa Louise Laramie
Jamie Elizabeth Larkin
Angelya Theresa Larsen
Dylan Domenic Latella
Jackson Christopher Leal
Hannah Lee Leclaire
Onshalyte Lee
Casey Paige Leicht
Kiersten Frances Leone
Jonathan G. Lezama
Sofia Liucci
John Fitzgerald Lomax
Tessa Elizabeth Londregan
Louis Daniel Longobardo
Yvette Lopez
Erin Margaret Lowkes
Kaelyn Ann Ludwig
Abigail Brooke Lyons
Sydney Chase MacDonald
Danielle Joanne Macedo
Kathryn Elizabeth Machinich
Kaitlyn Nicole Mahony
Nicholas Anthony Maltese
Adrianna Marissa Mancini
Mikah Alexandra Maples
Justin Everett Marcou
Shannon Leigh Marchand
Cheryl Marie Marguerite
Taylor Christina Marino
Colleen Mary Martin
Jesica Martin
Megan Kayla Martin
Neil P. Martin
Elaine Martinez
Johnathan Martinez-Cruz
Emilie Rose Marzano
Gianna Nicole Marzullo
Mia Grayce Maselli
Alexander Marshall Mass
Kristina Emily Matejek
Scott Michael Matovich Jr.
Kellyann McClanahan
Danielle McCormick
Kathleen Marie McGlynn
Rene Juanita McNeal
Tucker McNeely
Jane Marie McNoble
Alexandra Leigh Meo
Britney Celine Michel
Elizabeth Claire Miller
Melissa Karina Mina
Ashley Jeanne Mirandou
Michelle Gina Misiti*
Zoe Monteforte
Paige Desiree Montgomery
Alicia Margaret Moran
Kayla Marie Moreau
Rhianna Hope Moriarty
Jessica Nicole Morrisson
Matthew Brian Morton
Isabel Mosery
Manar Moneer Murarak
Kaitlyn Aubrey Muehlberger
Brendan Murphy
Lea Elizabeth Murphy*
Rhiannon Claire Murphy
Olivia Ann Myszewski
Daniel Min Namkung
Ashwin Shiwonh Ngakoo
Allysa Marie Natale
Evan Alexander Nathan
Melissa M. Neves
Caila Juliana Nguyen
Rebecca Mary Nichols
Harry Nicolas Jr.
Courtney Paige Nissel
Brendan Philip Nork
Amanda Elizabeth Norman
Nicholas Tomaso Noto
Natalie Nowakowski
Claire Maureen O’Brien
Paige Katherine O’Keefe
Tarra Catherine O’Keefe
Amanda Renee O’Neill
John Edward Opie
Cynthia Yamileth Ordonez
Alexis Noelie Orlando
Kelly Nicole Orten
Madeleine Teresa Pagano
Corinne Alison Palumbo
Nicholas John Paniati
Maria Angelina Pansari
Rachael Kaitlyn Pasquarose
Sara Jessica Pawloski
Hai-Trieu Joseph Le Pham
Lauren Elizabeth Picard
Patrycia Piekarewicz
Colin Hayden Pittorie
Taylor M. Pizzimenti
Kristen Hayes Plant
Marcela Brandao Porpino
Sofia Marie Possidonto
Emma Justine Poulschok
Jake Richard Powell
Kenzie Jo Prater
Mackenzie Lee Prina
Gabriella Prizio
Tanner J. Quinn
Kayleigh Rose Rall
Emmanuel Ammiel Ramos
Tori Ramtrattan
Naomi Rebecca Rascati
Jessica Rose Resciniti
Cassandra Alyah Reyes
David Anthony Reynoso
Elizabeth Maria Rinkovsky
Delilah Rios
Jenna Nicole Risko
Bryan Osvaldo Rivera
Stefania Caterina Rizzolo
Kaitlyn Marie Roberts
Dawn Renee Rochon*
Alison Lyn Rogalewski
Emily Rachel Romero
Riley Ann Runfola
Cornelia Mary Russell
Antoinette Marie Russolello
Michael Joseph Sabella
Samyr Enriquez San Martin
Andrea Maria Santini
Katharine Elizabeth Sapienza
Samantha Elizabeth Sawicki
Jenna Nicole Scambia
Julia M. Schiavone
Rachel Dana Schlak
Brianne Schmelzer
Kiera Ann Scott
MacKenzie Nicole Scotto
Rachel Nicole Senerchia
Grace Marie Senra
Rhea Kaur Sethi
Nicholas Cole Shiner
Anh Shikuri
Julia Elizabeth Sileo
Myriam Slattery
Robert Joseph Sloane Jr.
Hannah Marie Slocum
Sarah Noelie Smeriglio
Colleen Marie Smith
Valerie M. Sobol
Sarah Elizabeth Soja
Melissa Tanya Solomon
Elizabeth Noelie Songer
Michal Sosnaiak
Sonia Maria Sousa
Cassidy Marie Spencer
Remy Arcady Spires
Joshua Antonio Sprague-Oliveira
Emily Frances Spring
Megan E. Stanczak
Emma Steel
Nicole Marie Stefan
Megan Nicole Stocker
Hanna Gabriela Storie
Daniel Giovanni Suzio
Audrey Gabrielle Sullivan
Johanna Rose Sullivan
Emily Bernadette Taft
Jordyn Elizabeth Taft
Sabrina Tanga
Rachel J. Taylor
Samantha Jeanne Theroux
Chad Michael Thompson
Samantha Thurman
Mia Rose Thurston
Alison Kathleen Tougas
Olivia Ann Trombley
Jake Thomas Trotter
Julia Trudeau
Jessica Claire Tsinberg
Krisjanis A. Ule
Lucas Charles Utter
Nicolle Victoria Uysal
Frank Michael Vasile
Samantha Velazquez
Gianna N. Verdi
Samanta Maria Vitale
Morgan Paige Voight
Erik Joseph Wagner
Gabrielle Kedeich Wallace
James Patrick Walsh
Jaunete J. Walters
Jaden Shae Ward
Jordyn Alexa Weinhaus
Sara Madison Weiss
Sarah Nicole Weiss
Alyssa Jachyn Wendolowski
Eamon Conner Whelan
Nicole Catherine Whitbeck
Taylor Barbara White
Allison Marie Wick
Hillary Ann Wierbicki
Molly Christine Wilson
Nathan Tyler Wilson
Dishon Wayne Wise
Nicole Marie Wolf
Robert Workman
Ava Rose Wright
Kaylee Michele Young
Allison Elizabeth Zuccaro
Alexa J. Zvinyz

**MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE**

**ADVANCED MEDICAL IMAGING AND LEADERSHIP**

Megan Nicole Benedetto
Caileigh Marie Capraro
Layne Andersson Cassidy
Vanessa Ann Christie
Adriana Isabel Dos Santos
Kateri Eileen Downes
Lelia Danielle Goncalves
Nicole Diana Modell
Eileen Margaret O’Connor
Miguel Angel Raymond
Pauline Manuela Rocha
Peter B. Scherer
Chelsea Werner

**BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES AND MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES**

Bashaer Alatawi
Aesha Abdurahman Alsarran
Lorinda Dampere Asante
Kayla Ann Campano
Parneet Chhatwal
Mark J. Cho
Joseph Anthony Coppola
Marissa Lynn Cruz
Kirsten Marie Famiglietti
Christopher Steven Gardner
Justin Go
Mirai Hashimoto
Matthew Heyman
Jan Kocur
Ailish M. McGeehan
Kenneth Blaine Metzger
Chimerem Nnadi
Sarah Nicole Weiss
Alyssa Jachyn Wendolowski
Eamon Conner Whelan
Nicole Catherine Whitbeck
Taylor Barbara White
Allison Marie Wick
Hillary Ann Wierbicki
Molly Christine Wilson
Nathan Tyler Wilson
Dishon Wayne Wise
Nicole Marie Wolf
Robert Workman
Ava Rose Wright
Kaylee Michele Young
Allison Elizabeth Zuccaro
Alexa J. Zvinyz

*University Honors Program*
Zeynep Ugur
Samantha Lee Walters
Megan Walton
Matthew Scott Warner
Tyler A. Zarin

CARDIOVASCULAR PERFUSION
Vincent Philip Cossuto
Stephanie G. Gayeski
Ariana Nicole Mackay
Paul Mangine
Caitlin Marie Murdock
Anthony James Pagel
Claire L. Patrizz
Catherine Piper
Leonard Teixidor Jr.

PATHOLOGISTS’ ASSISTANT
Morgan Amanda Bagley
Michael Andrew Billips
Dafne Dolores Cadena-Rivera
Genevieve Cecile Catellier
Sheridan Linn Chavez
Michael James Desimone
Sidney Desteefano
Julia A. Diaz-Ramos
Stephanie D’Angelo Early
Grace Guiselle Entrekin
John Lindsay Green Jr.
Victoria Lee James
John William Kinnebrew
Sarah Michelle Land
Reggie Li
Gabriela Morelos
Rachel Anne Polaczek
Matthew Anthony Presta
Allyson Michelle Proudly
Michelle Alice Rocker
Patrick Raymond Ryan
Stephen Han Symolon
Emma F. Thompson
Shelby Taylor Wright

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
Rachel Adams
Emily Ray Barber
Julie Alexandra Bass
Ryan Elizabeth Bonitz
Thomas Michael Theodore
Boulding
Jason Breen
Megan Emily Cecchi
Amanda Lynn Chicoine
Bradley James Christensen
Eric James Collentro
Travis Steven Comeau
Lauren McKenzie Cusick
Austin Taribo Dikibo
Delilah Dominguez
Carly Margaret Fabbri
Nicolette Grace Fino
Kirsten Nicole Fraser
Maggie Ellen Giambalvo
Zachary Gieseck
Jaron Graebner
Alexandra Morgan Holmes
Ann Hu
Dantelle M. Juelis
Christian James Keene
Catherine McNamara Keohan
Allison Russell Knowles
Anshela Kulla
Dorothy Madarang
Stephanie Alexandra Madlener
Gabriella Renee Masioli
Shane Richard Melfe
Jake Edward Morgan
Benjamin J. Mucci
Nicole Lynn Muckenhirn
John Philip Naro
Stephanie Nault
Danielle Elizabeth Neumann
Elizabeth Ashley Pensabene
Ashley Sarah Peterson
Mary Reedy
Michelle Lynn Ripke
Lindsay Amanda Roderick
Alysia Jane Romasco
Erin Danielle Schirra
Briana Nicole Stockdale
Alexi TetraULT
Tracy Carol Timque
Julia Nicole Vanasse
Jeffry M. Velky
Rochelle Wang
Jamie R. Waring

RADIOLOGIST ASSISTANT
Michael William Bocchino
Kirsten Leigh Hoiman
Arthur Marsuk
Jennifer M. Salazar

MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Apoorva Abhi
Shelley Anne Alden
Kathryn J. Antoniello
Alison Nicole Balke
Gabrielle Elizabeth Balzarini
Jamie Berger
Sierra Joy Best
Nicoles Ashley Boritz
Jessica Ashley Breton
Abigail Elizabeth Burton
Niamh Mary Butler
Morgan Jillian Chisera
Juliana Chiodo
Samantha Alice Clift
Jessica Clough
Zoe Hughes Cole
Helemina Abigail Valiente Cruz
Sarah Nicole Cullen
Katelyn Rose DeCroteau
Jenna Marie DeVincenzo
Erika Ann Di Meco
Devon M. Dickinson
Madeline Carole Dickson
Carolyn Lilly DiMaria
Jessica Catherine DiMase
Demarest Pentifallo Drummey
Faye Rose Erwin
Caila Jaye Frassetto
Nicole Lucia Galella
Micaela Ann Galley
Lauren Moran Gardner
Kaitlin Marie Gironda
Kelly Marie Gorman
Mairead Ailis Gormley
Karal Marie Gravallese
Michaela Guard
Morgan Lee Hassa
Abigail Hannah Herman
Catherine Alice Hill
Analena Holihan
Taylor Hussey
Emily Grace Jackson
Emilie Victoria Keavey
Siobhan Margaret Kemple
Valerie Khodorovskiy
Julia G. Kowal
Cassandra Krebs
Kylie Marie Lance
Sarah Rose Lazaro
Amy Elizabeth Leggio
Jessica Elise Leonard
Julia Danielle Lieberman
Lauren Scaci Maher
Kyeana E. Martone
Hannah Marion Mayer
Merisa Joan McLoone
Casey Susan Michalowski
Morgan Miller
Zoey Elizabeth Moniz
Holly Christina Nelson
Katherine Gail Nelson
Brooke Lauren Newman
Samantha Marie Pelley
Alissa A. Pecival
Taylor Nicole Rahe
Kayla Alice Rayder
Lauren Elizabeth Richards
Marsia K. Rivera
Molly Salant
Samantah Nicole Scalabrin
Rebecca Dylan Schadoff
Danielle Ann Schwabe
Briana Lynn Scotti
Alexandra Grace Stires
Ashley Nicole Stull
Shelby Nicole Syracuse
Nicole Marie Toury
Nicole Robin Truedson
Andriana Lynne Vendetti
Danielle Eleanor Venter
Antonina Victoria Vreeland
Jenevieve Katherine White

Kelly Lynn Winterbottom
Blair Elizabeth Woersching
Jenna Marie Zimmerman
Graziana Maria Zito
Michelle Nicole Zubko

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Raelynn Martine Andrews
Melvin William Barnhart
Devin T. Briggs
Suzy Lage Cotas
Julia Rae Cote
Elizabeth DeConto
Gabriella Marie DeMasi
Domina DiBiase
Alison Katherine Doolittle
Christopher Emmerson
Gina Maryanna Gates
Melanie Ann Gawlak
Jame Lewis Hexter
Johnisha LaQuay LaFrazier
Marlena Rose Maglie
Melita Musik
Juliana R. Palmieri
Angela Rose Panzo
Angela M. Pascale
Taylor Pyka

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY DOCTORATE
Luiza Aminov
Carolyn L. Brown
Tara Congimi
Courtney Elaine Coutts
Taheera Khan
Lisa K. Hillard Marchand
Cassandra Marie Nelson
Tessa Newell
Christopher D. Ryan
Valerie E. Beckert Strange
Roseanna C. Tufano
Lydia E. Velez
Robert Elizabeth Whalen

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Lorena Almanzar
Violeta Almarales
Elisa Michelle Caliendo
Shane Norman Cardinal
Emily Grayce Cassata
Carley Michelle Channin
Chizoma Rachel Chima
Francesco Chiiodi
Nicholas Peter Ciolek
Emily Jane Ciruolo
Lindsay Elizabeth Cochefski
Jenna Kathryn Corkery
Daniel Bruce Corman
Gianna Marie Corso
Regina M. Cortez
Michael Richard Costantini
Kalliope Demas
Included in today's ceremony are students who received their degrees in January 2020 and those who expect to complete their academic requirements by May or September 2020. Degrees are conferred upon all candidates who meet the graduation requirements, subject to review of all curricular requirements.
School of Nursing

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Emily Louise Adams
Haley Rose Albano
Emily Elizabeth Allieri
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Amoia
Montana Avagnano
Andrea Elizabeth Bassolino
Sara Clarissa Baylous
Hannah Helen Benson
Kaitlyn Taylor Berlanga
Isabel Berliner
Alexis Leah Bertrand
Madsen Ruth Birmingham
Alexis Danielle Black
Emily Joyce Bonner
Isabella Bono
Quinn Laken Bouchard
Kathryn Coffin Brendemuehl
Kyle Madison Britton-Doucette
Ashley Taylor Bruneau
Gabriella Marie Bruno
Emily Elizabeth Cambra
Lauren Elizabeth Capone
Alexandra Rose Casale
Lauren Elizabeth Cassini
Jennifer Lynn Chiarelli
Alyssa Marie Chiarelli
Nicole Victoria Chincio
Emily Chmura
Kaitlyn Marie Clifford
Meghan Teresa Coakley
Ashley Marie Colantoni
Cassondra Collins
Cauley Comerford
Alyse Marie Como
William Dallas Cook
Abigail Lauren Coppola
Gianna Lou Coppola
Hadasah Rachel Cormier
Andrew J. Cosenza
Sean Thomas Cowles
Nicole Marie Davie
Kyle Patrick Dineen
Thomas Dodd
Sophia Rae Doerr*
Katherine Doller
Monica Dominguez
Gabriela Lynn dos Santos
Chloe Danielle Dragon
Isabella Jordan Drobas
Valerie Ann Durkin
Caitlin Bridget Earsl
Mackenzie Leigh Egleston
Rachael Shaw Emond*
Anna Elizabeth Epstein
Lillian Abigail Feddersen
Branni L. Fehrenbach
Lilli Taylor Ferrucci
Rebecca Ferrucci
Patrick Ryan Fisher
Bianna Ashleigh Fitzgerald
Delany Reid Flanagan
Melissa A. Frobosilo
Sabine Leona Galipeau
Danielle Michelle Gallotto
Chenghu Gao
Nicole Elisabeth Gennari
Suzanne Gesty
Morgan T. Gillette
Kristen Grabarz
Alecia Campbell Grant
Brooke Morgan Grzeszczak
Regina Maria Gunther
Megan D. Haggerty
Molly Patricia Haggerty
Stephanie Irene Halbauer
Emma Taylor Hall
Jonathan Charles Haller
Sarah L. Hardy
Hailee Heffernan
Cassandra Lynn Helms
Celine Elise Hoffman
Caroline Elizabeth Ho
Julia B. Johnson
Emily Kehs
Nadine Kelly
Bo La Kim
Michelle M Kiska
Gabrielle Marie Lambert
Leia Li
Amanda Brooke Lombard
Kathleen M. Long
Melanie Claire Lopes
Jacqueline Ann Lowe
Bianna Markow
Jillian Taylor Marsico
Joseph Angelo Marzigliano Jr.
Morgan Ashley Mattil
Breanne Rose McCormack
Maria Medina
Julia Bade Miles
Nicole Lynzie Mizzi
Nicole A. Montalto
Julia Eileen Neelon
Taylor Ann O'Brien
Shannon Oesterle
Kalee Megan O'Hara
Shelley O'Keefe
Tessa Marie Ostermann
Ashley Morgan Palmer
David Alan Papcin Jr.
Kaitlyn Rose Patri
Irina Sara Pfeifer
Leah Grace Phelan
Sophia Maria Pirro
Taylor Rose Pirro
Amy Christine Prol
Emma Rose Raboin
James Nicolas Rallo
Kelly Rayen
Enisha Reaves
Nicole F. Regelski
Morgan Regent
Alexa Pietrnia Reich
Madison Renaud
Alicia Christine Ricci
Hayden Elizabeth Riccio
Megan Elizabeth Rose
Kiya Marie Ruggiero
Lauren Marie Russell
Gabriella Rutigliano
Casey Hannah Saade
Viviana Sandoval-Walsh
Alyssa Danielle Santo
Sara Teresa Santo*
Kayley Nicole Santos
Ashli Ann Sheehan
Avery Claire Simonton
Gabriella Rose Sluka
Caitlin Isidra Smith
Christine Nicole Smith
Emily Autumn Smith
Sara Somphone Souttanavong
Allison Haley Souve
Emin Claude St. John
Claire Louise Stenson
Anne-Marie Storey
Lucas John Sumby
Mikayla Grace Sweeney
Kayla Elizabeth Thongpul
Courtney Elyse Thurber
Mackenzie Grace Tibball
Molly Maureen Tobias
Kelsey Rose Townsend
Gabrielle Rose Tracy
Shelbe Pamela Turpin
Olivia Gayle Varano
Michelle Anna Wagner
Kesley Meghan Waskiel
Meredith Rachel Weinerman
Jack Adams Whalen
Sara Elizabeth Wilcox
Madison Tyler Zayas

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - ACCELERATED

Jessica Elizabeth Abbondola
Kimberly J. Acosta
Stephanie Alexandre
Elise Marie Arentnault
Sierra Brett Cameron
Anthony Peter Carlucci
Emily Suzanne Carrizzo
Johannah Damato
Joseph E. D’Amico
Alison Dodd
Margaret Marie Donohue
Megan Ann Finocchiaro
Kelsa Jean Fortner

Angela R. Fusco
Krystina Michelle Galluzzo
Sara Givens
Marissa Lynn Gomes
Lillian Mary Gopoian
Vanessa Francis Hamilton
Vita Horash-Cerone
Emma Katharine Johnson
Kara Kenyon
Steven A. Koproski
Jenny Lynn Kry
Anna Reed Kwochka
Edward Ohene Kye
Dawa Chhirin Lama
Kirstyn Nicole Lazor
Thomas Young Lee
Michael P. Lepore
Nicole Laurin Loughrey
Morelle Marra
Briana Marshall
Michaela Marie McTomney
Kayla Mellen
Megan Christine Mikutsky
Azhana Musaeav
Haley Marie Myśliwy
Kevin Ngo Nguyen
Yesica Edelmira Osorio Perez
Sarah Pap
Meeshali B. Patel
Amber Elizabeth Pattavina-Argoyo
Lauren Ashley Pettinella
Amanda Lauren Poehailos
Samantha Marie Prisco
Ismael Rivera III
Emme Grace Rozarine
Peter Kurt Schulze
Anat Shor
Andy Curtis Thorne Jr.
Alyssa Elizabeth Tooji
Sandia Gabriella Ugorski
Jacqueline Elizabeth Vuturo
Megan Elizabeth Wetzelberger
Shaiona G. Williams
McKenna Ann Wilson
Haley Noel Woodard
Jolene Woodard
Deniz Yetil
Chunxiai Zou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Sylvia Allais
Sonya Y. Breward
Alyssa Katherine Castagna
Angela Dee
Deeyana Danielle Dehkan
Jennifer Dwyer
Terri-Ann Grant
Debra Anne Hearn
Hayley C. Jackson

*University Honors Program
Included in today’s ceremony are students who received their degrees in January 2020 and those who expect to complete their academic requirements by May or September 2020. Degrees are conferred upon all candidates who meet the graduation requirements, subject to review of all curricular requirements.
SENIOR AWARDS 2020

The following awards will be presented by the deans of each school and college during the ceremonies to recognize outstanding students selected by program directors and department chairs.

College of Arts and Sciences

Christopher Becker Memorial Prize in History
Maria Rita Dillon

Beta Beta Beta Award
Brian Patrick Evans

Cengage Law in Society Student Award
Julian Andrew Frare
Julia Marie Schade

College of Arts and Sciences Award for Special Achievement
Hector Alicea

James Fickes Award for Excellence in Mathematics
Kevin Joseph Nyhuis

The Lynne Gershenson Hodgson Prize in Gerontology
Giulia Rita Capicotto

Joan Phillips Gordon Prize in Sociology
Margaret Irene Blame

Legal Studies Book Award
Lucas Raymond Sundwall

Outstanding Engagement in the Field of Anthropology
Quentin Alexander Burke

Benjamin Page Award in Philosophy
Jonathan Scott Richter

R. Gordon Pauluccy Graduation Prize in Psychology
Kristin Paige Rullman

Political Science Best Senior Thesis Award
Ethan Erasmo Taveras

Political Science Outstanding Senior Award
Chidi D. Nwuneli

The Matt Rafferty Memorial Economics Department Student Achievement Award
Londyn Katerina Zografakis

Rachel Ranis Prize in Social Justice
Myciah Chanel Whitehead

Alice B. Remail Memorial Award
Jenna Anne Sucato
Elyssa Joy Wrubel

Aurea C. Schoonmaker Spanish Award
Madison Bechard

Senior Service Prize in Criminal Justice
Sabrina Alexis Acosta

Alfred P. Stiernotte Memorial Prize
Mary Elizabeth Sobran

Orville J. Sweeting Memorial Chemistry Award
Elizabeth Ann Coler

School of Business

Award for Academic Excellence – Bachelor of Business Administration
Thomas J. Chapman Jr.

Bellizzi-McMullen Leadership Award
Vanessa Chinyere Udoji

Biomedical Marketing Department Student Achievement Award
Jennifer J. Finley

Computer Information Systems Outstanding Senior Award
Sean Patrick Regan

Entrepreneurship Student Achievement Award
Regina M. Joseph

Finance Department Outstanding Senior Award
Lindsey A. Sanclementi

International Business Award
Renee Nicole Sanford

Ronald Marangell Award
Amy Elizabeth Laverty

Marketing Department Student Achievement Award
Samantha Paige Loud

Edward J. Scannell Prize
Justin Michael Marin
Lindsey A. Sanclementi

School of Communications

Outstanding Achievement in Advertising and Integrated Communications
Kaleigh Elizabeth Oates

Outstanding Achievement in Film, Television and Media Arts
Liana Rose DiMitri (BA)
Alex Patrick Tomeo (BFA)

Outstanding Achievement in Graphic and Interactive Design
Sabrina R. Colonese-Diello

Outstanding Achievement in Journalism
Brooke Alyson Reilly

Outstanding Achievement in Media Studies
Elizabeth Marie Flynn

Outstanding Achievement in Public Relations
Annika Gustafsson

Overall Achievement Award
Emma Louise Richardson
School of Engineering

Outstanding Achievement in Civil Engineering
John D. DeMartinis

Outstanding Achievement in Computer Science
Megan Forster

Outstanding Achievement in Industrial Engineering
Megan Elizabeth Donnelly

Outstanding Achievement in Mechanical Engineering
John Thomas Crawford

Outstanding Achievement in Software Engineering
Brandon Thomas Loehle

School of Health Sciences

Biomedical Sciences Achievement Award
Faith Renee Carelli

Diagnostic Medical Sonography Achievement Award
Kealey Bridget Donahue

Health Science Studies BS Degree Completion Program Achievement Award
Natalie Nowakowski

Health Science Studies Student Achievement Award
Alexander Marshall Mass

Microbiology and Immunology Student Achievement Award
Meghan Carylann Curtin

Ryan J. O’Neil Entry-Level Master’s Physician Assistant Award
Johanna Rose Sullivan

Occupational Therapy Academic Achievement Award
Dawn Renee Rochon

Occupational Therapy Service Leadership Award
Alicia Moran

Harold Potts Memorial Physical Therapy Award
Adrianna Marissa Mancini

Radiologic Sciences Student Achievement Award
Kathleen Marie McGlynn

Joseph J. Woods, PhD, Athletic Training/Sports Medicine Outstanding Student Award
Justin Everett Mareeau

School of Nursing

Holistic Nursing Practice Award
Emma Rose Raboin

Benjamin and Juliette Trewin Award for Academic Excellence in Nursing
Kyle Patrick Dineen

Benjamin and Juliette Trewin Award for Professional Leadership in Nursing
Meghan Teresa Coakley

University-Wide Awards

The Cardinal Joseph Bernardin Distinguished Service Award
Grace Marie Senra

BRAMS Scholar Award
Aaliyah Seune Council

Outstanding Senior Awards
College of Arts and Sciences – Judith Rose Chicoine
School of Business – Brendan Michael Brooks
School of Communications – Christopher M. Dacey
School of Engineering – Joseph Edward Passanante
School of Health Sciences – Joshua Antonio Sprague-Oliveira
School of Nursing – Meghan Teresa Coakley

Outstanding Student Affairs Leadership Award
Brendan Michael Brooks

H. Pearce Family Community Leadership Award
Abigail Grace Gardiner

Philip Troup Achievement Prize
Austin Calvo

Descriptions of each award can be found in the Academic Catalog (catalog.qu.edu).
The following awards will be presented by the deans of each school and college during the ceremonies to recognize outstanding students selected by program directors and department chairs.

**College of Arts and Sciences**
- Academic Excellence Award
  - MS in Molecular and Cell Biology
    - Daniel Scot Lane

**School of Business**
- Faculty Award for Academic Excellence
  - MS in Accounting
    - Alyssa L. Zummo
  - Master of Business Administration
    - Axel Stern
- Faculty Award for Academic Excellence
  - MS in Business Analytics
    - Bobbi Kathryn Caggianelli
  - MS in Organizational Leadership
    - Sherlyn Beth Celone

**School of Communications**
- Faculty Award for Academic Excellence
  - MS in Interactive Media and Communications
    - Alicia N. Leo
  - MS in Journalism
    - Brian C. Koonz
  - MS in Public Relations
    - Stephanie Ambrosio
  - MS in Sports Journalism
    - Stephen P. Zocco

**School of Engineering**
- Faculty Award for Academic Excellence
  - Cybersecurity
    - Achsah Merin Abraham

**School of Health Sciences**
- Academic Excellence Award
  - Entry-Level
    - Master of Occupational Therapy
      - Nicole Lucia Galella
  - MHS in Advanced Medical Imaging and Leadership
    - Chelsea Werner
- Academic Excellence Award
  - MHS in Biomedical Sciences
    - Justin Go
  - MHS in Physician Assistant
    - Julia Nicole Vanasse
  - MHS in Radiologist Assistant
    - Jennifer M. Salazar
  - Master of Social Work
    - Elizabeth DeConto

**School of Nursing**
- Academic Excellence Award
  - Doctor of Nursing Practice
    - Michele Lalonde Curiel
  - Master of Science in Nursing
    - Carolyn Mary McDonald
- Holistic Nursing Practice Award
  - Kathryn Mary Giunta
  - Benjamin and Juliette Trewin Award for Professional Leadership in Nursing
    - Autumn Mains

**Post-Professional Doctor of Occupational Therapy Award**
- Carolyn L. Brown

**Gaylord Specialty Healthcare Scholarship Award**
- Sarah Keller Milot
- Kristen Ann Sullivan

**Dr. Kenneth V. Kaloustian Award**
- Victoria Lee James

**William B. Shaffer Jr. Award**
- Leonard Texidor Jr.

**Mark F. Tantorski Memorial Award**
- Bridget Laura Kiernan